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Maestro® Seating

Polypropylene seat and
back with powdercoat frame
offer superior durability.

Waterfall seat front provides
unrestricted circulation
and comfort.

A handle integrated in the
sculpted seat back allows for
easymovement and stacking.

Matrix® Seating

Back is high and seat contoured
for greater comfort.

End of the back’s wire rod
support is radiused to prevent
“stress whitening,”caused when
plastic meets a sharp edge.

Front seat strap is wide and
thick with a rib to increase
structural integrity.

Perry® Seating

Distinct back curvature provides
exceptional lumbar support
and f lexes for greater comfort.

Two die-formed, 7-gauge
straps are welded to the
frame beneath the seat for
incredible structural support.

Waterfall seat front provides
unrestricted circulation
and comfort.

Stack Seating

Completely versatile and universally
comfortable. That’s stack seating
by KI – the world’s largest
manufacturer of stack chairs.

Stack seating is high style and high
function, featuring ergonomically
conceived design for maximum
comfort.With styles ranging from
transitional to contemporary, these
chairs suit your specific needs
and complement your unique
interior décor. And because it’s
KI, incredible durability is without
question. All of this adds up to
unbeatable performance at an
equally incredible range of prices.

Use as guest or side chairs.
As conference or waiting room
chairs. As food service or meeting
room chairs.Take them anywhere
you need extra seating.No matter
how you use them, they’re sure
to make a lasting impression.
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Rapture® Seating

Sculpted, curved back provides
exceptional comfort.

Natural lip on top of back makes
moving and stacking a breeze.

Available in multiple styles so
you don’t have to give up
design for convenience.

Torsion® Seating

Extraordinary comfort is
derived from the smooth
back flex of a patented
torsion mechanism.

Available in two frame
styles in armless or armchair
versions to work beautifully
in any environment.

The first chair to combine
the exceptional comfort of
passive ergonomics with
pricing comparable to
fixed-back chairs.
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Versa® Seating

Seat and back shape blend
into any environment,
enhancing the range of
chair applications.

Exceptionally durable
polypropylene seat board
and backboard minimizes
possibility of seat or
back breaking.

All under frame and side
support joints are robotically
welded to ensure consistent,
high-quality welds for
greater reliability.

(Conference,Wood, Standard, Junior only)



Quatro™ Seating

Exposed hardwood arms and
multiple fabric options create
a unique stylish charm.

Durability meets comfort with
a kiln-dried hardwood frame and
high-density foam cushioning.

Stack four high to create space
within almost any room design.

Ivey™ Seating

Warm and inviting style
envelops you or your guests.

Broad, arched back, large
seat, and soft, rounded arms
provide enhanced comfort.

As sturdy as it is comfortable,
Ivey features a solid frame
of kiln-dried hardwood and
laminated plywood.

Mesa™ Executive Chairs

Swivel tilt motion combines
comfort with f lexibility, without
sacrificing support or stability.

Fully customizable from
contrasting upholstery and
button options, hardwood
base caps, to high or low back.

Attention to detail any executive
can appreciate.
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Executive Chairs

No detail is too small in the
meticulous creation of KI executive
chairs. Customize your style with
numerous design options including
upholstery, buttons, base caps and
a high or low back. KI executive
chairs combine comfort and
choice, putting you in control.

Guest Seating

Create an inviting oasis for your
guests with guest seating from
KI. These chairs are designed
to provide the utmost comfort.
At the same time, they are
adaptable and accommodating
to meet your specific needs.
Stackable options save space
without compromising the style,
quality and durability you expect
from KI.

Guest seating is available with
numerous fabric and finish options
to accentuate any room design.
No matter what you choose,
your guests will thank you for
choosing KI guest seating.
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Bantam™ Seating

Lasting durability and practical
design make Bantam the
smart choice.

Clean, timeless lines and
attention to subtle details
balance simple sophistication
and contemporary charm.

Multiple wood finish and
fabric color choices to
create a unique look.

Pomfret™ Seating

Sloping arms, arching back
and tapered hardwood legs
combine beauty with comfort.

Unique character is enhanced
with your choice of wood
finishes, upholstery fabrics
and leather.

Sleek curves create a natural
sense of style and inspire an
array of design possibilities.

Hancock™ Benches

Versatile, functional and
comfortable, while sturdy
enough to address
specific needs.

Strong, classic design lines
complement nearly any
environment.

Available in 60" or 48" lengths.
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Benches

Bring life to any hallway, lobby or
waiting room with a unique seating
alternative from KI. These benches
are sturdy, comfortable and versatile,
functioning beautifully in hospitals,
schools or corporate settings.
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Classic Impression Oak Classic Impression Storm

Classic Impression Black Classic Impression Blueberry

Classic Impression Claret Classic Impression Dune

Additional Available Fabrics

Celina Leather Black Celina Leather Burgundy

Celina Leather Parchment Celina Leather Pewter

Celina Leather Tan

On the Path Coal On the Path Earth

On the Path Fire On the Path Mineral

On the Path Sky

Fabrics available on Guest Seating, Executive Chairs, Benches and
Lounge Seating only.

Grade L1

Grade I

Grade J
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Neena™ Lounge Seating

Capture a level of grace and
staturewithNeena’s dignified lines.

Flared, tapered arms and curved,
solid hardwood legs accentuate
its unique style.

Choose from leathers and
woven fabrics to create looks
ranging from the transitional
to the contemporary.

Also available as a sofa or loveseat.

Mesa™ Lounge Seating

Nostalgic design is reinvigorated
with an exciting sense of
character.

Explore your style through
completely solid fabric, leather,
and contrasting color and
texture options.

Available with a wood or
upholstered button.

Also available as a sofa or loveseat.

Bruen™ Lounge Seating

Low profile, smooth,
continuously rounded back
encircles you in comfort.

Optional dual casters can
replace solid hardwood
legs to covert from stationary
to mobile.

Cover the chair in one of many
fabric or leather selections,
or a material of your own.

Lounge Chairs

Warm designs create a
comfortable,stylish environment
perfect for a quick,casual meeting
or a long conversation. As sturdy
as they are comfortable, KI lounge
chairs are constructed with a solid,
kiln-dried hardwood frame to
provide unmatched durability.

KI lounge chairs are designed
to fit or shape the aesthetic of
any area. Define your style by
selecting from different leathers,
upholsteries, or even your own
materials to create a truly unique
look. Optional dual casters can
replace solid hardwood legs for
a chair that literally moves you.
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Ivey™ Lounge Seating

Designed to allure with smooth
lines and inviting curves.

Broad, arched back, large seat,
and soft, rounded arms for
enhanced comfort.

As sturdy as it is comfortable,
featuring a solid frame of
kiln-dried hardwood and
laminated plywood.

Also available as a sofa or loveseat.

Jessa™ Lounge Seating

Unparalleled support, styling
and options.

Sturdy yet slender design blurs
the line between classic and
contemporary.

With an optional tablet arm,
casters or wood arm caps,
Jessa is full of function.

Also available as a sofa or loveseat.

Cinturón™ Lounge Seating

Rounded, contoured arms
with a square back cushion
detail or contrasting welt
with smooth back option.

Exquisitely crafted and uniquely
detailed, Cinturón satisf ies your
need for comfort and style.

Choose a graded fabric,
leather selection, or supply
an upholstery of your own.

Also available as a sofa or loveseat.
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Task Seating

KI task seating delivers the
comfort,durability and simplicity
of use you’d expect. At a price
you wouldn’t expect. With
three great options to choose
from, you don’t have to sacrifice
comfort or style to please
your bottom line.

Incredibly ergonomic designs
with comfortable seats
and contoured backs make
employees feel pampered.
Exceptional engineering results
in solid construction able to
outlast the longest workdays.
And KI task chairs have easy
adjustments in all the right
places for that just right fit
every time.

Kismet® Seating

Thick,molded, foam cushion
is shaped to fit you.

Available in a“simple” version,
with fixed seat and back or
an advanced version that
lets you change the seat and
back angles.

Two back heights, two arm
options and basic adjustment
features.

Impress® Seating

Back f lex feature lets the
chair move with your body –
automatically for outstanding
comfort.

Optional seat depth and
standard back height adjust
for the perfect fit.

“T” arms are height and
width adjustable to suit
your preference.

Engage® Seating

Back locks in three different
positions to provide optimum
support.

Lean forward in a work-intensive
position or open Forward Seat
and the seat leans with you,
reducing leg pressure.

Back height, seat depth,
arm height, and tilt tension
adjustments put you in
total comfort control.
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Devon™ Tables

Warm, simple lines create
an understated elegance.

Hand-built solid hardwood
and veneer construction
of fer quality and durability.

Many different heights,
shapes and finishes to f it
almost anywhere, match
almost anything.

Trek® Tables

A fresh design with angled
profiled legs, new edges, new
glides, and a vast selection of
laminates and f inishes.

The distinctive glide complements
the unique leg prof ile.

So easy to re-arrange,Trek is
perfect for the training
environment.
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Portico™ Tables

Tabletop can be specified in a
variety of laminates to match
any decor.

Available in f ixed and folding
style; durable folding mechanism
withstands the force of a person’s
foot releasing the leg lock.

Base comes in black, chrome,
light tone and warm grey.

Occasional Tables

KI occasional tables are
designed for more than
the occasional use. Versatile
in both function and style,
they feature the simple lines
of old-world craftsmanship,
while exhibiting the elegant
flair of modern design.

Styles range from traditional
to contemporary, giving you
the freedom to select the
perfect design to complement
your décor. Choose between
multiple height, shape and finish
options to customize your look.
Each table is unique unto itself,
but they all share something
in common: the durability and
quality you’d expect from KI.

Tables

KI brings more to the table with
superior-strength, lightweight,
folding tables. They’re the perfect
solution for extra table space that
needs to be quick and easy to
set up and take down. Plus, you
can count on good finish quality
and exceptional durability.

With two options available
through the Quick Ship Program,
you’re sure to find the table you
need at the price you want.
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RAvDO™ Tables *

Unusual angles and a conf ident,
contemporary style create
exceptional eye appeal.

Modern design meets old-
fashioned, handcrafted durability.

Extruded, laser-cut aluminum
base with welded top and bottom
caps, silver powdercoat, pewter
or textured black finish – standard.

* Only models 7502, 7602, 7503, 7603, 7505, 7605 and 7608.
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Files

So much to store … too little
space and time … constant
change…yet businesses still need
to nurture efficiency and respond
quickly to constant demands.
KI filing and storage solutions
minimize retrieval time, maximize
space usage and store virtually
anything safely and securely.

A solid choice of lateral files,
pedestals, storage cabinets,
bookcases and vertical files are
compatible with a variety of
furnishings, reconfigure easily,
keeping everything in control –
including your budget.

Desking

Today’s office desks need to
work harder than ever before.
That’s why KI has created
innovative desking solutions
that meet the needs of the
multitasking work environment.

21st century styling with smart
functionality. State-of-the-art
technology at budget-wise
pricing. Intelligent designs that
discreetly hide wiring, provide
ample space for computers,
convenient storage and flexibility
to fit within any office setting.
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WorkZone® Desking

Surface offers ample room
for a computer and generous
writing space.

Elongated surface side offers
an ideal place for one-on-one
meetings.

Choose from six popular
styles to create your own
work environment.

700 Series® Desking

Durably constructed to be
aesthetically pleasing and
technologically advanced.

Universal design allows desk to be
left or right facing for greater flexibility.

Compatible with all KI storage
products, which are available
in various widths and drawer
configurations.

E-Series® Files

Lateral files are built with durability
and safety in mind.

Vertical files are ideal in work
environments where safety and
product strength are a necessity.

Pedestals in mobile, freestanding
or hanging versions allow for
flexibility in space design.

700 Series® Files

Lateral files optimize information
management with unmatched
quality and superior strength.

Storage cabinets accommodate
multi-media, shelf and cupboard
storage.

Pedestals store an abundance of
personal items and are available in
freestanding, mobile or hanging units.

(curve only)



Steel & ValueLite® Folding Chairs

Strength and durability are
provided through a range of
value-added features on the
steel folding chairs.

ValueLite seats and backs are
constructed of light-weight,
high-density polyethylene plastic.

Contoured backrests on the
ValueLite chairs feature an
integrated handle for easy
fold-up and transport.

DuraLite® Folding Tables

The most durable, lightweight
folding table available. Easily
carried by one person.

Exceeds stringent tests for
leg strength, weight load, and
vertical drops on hard surfaces.

ABS top shell, honeycomb core
and aluminum internal support
structures provide unprecedented
weight-bearing strength.

Heritage™ FoldingTables

Provides superior quality and
performance at a modest price.

Features 3/4" thick solid core top
with high pressure laminate.

Thick laminate withstands
stains, scratching, abrasion
and hot liquids.

ValueLite® Folding Tables

Sturdy and durable, ValueLite
folding tables are ready for
indoor or outdoor use.

ValueLite tops have UV inhibitors
to prevent fading and the
frames have a scratch-resistant
all-weather finish.

Easy to move and easy to stack,
these lightweight tables reduce
set-up and tear-down time.
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Folding Tables & Chairs

From folding chairs to folding
tables, superb value and
structural integrity have made
KI the resource of choice –
with easy-to-choose prices.

Chairs feature all-steel models
with fabric or vinyl seats and
backrests. A spectrum of frames,
finishes, fabrics or vinyls
offers design f lexibility.

Folding tables feature
unmatched durability, lightweight
design and stylish form. Round
or rectangular styles look
stunning alone or draped in
tablecloths. It’s your call.
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Beige Beige Beige Brown Warm Grey Black Warm Grey Burgundy Warm Grey GreyWarm Grey Blue

Beige Beige Black Charcoal Warm Grey Blue Warm Grey Burgundy Warm Grey GreyBrown Walnut

Frames / Fabrics

STEEL FOLDING CHAIRS

HERITAGE FOLDING TABLES

Product Fabrics & Finishes

Folding Tables & Chairs Fabrics & Finishes

Frames / Vinyls

Naturalize Butterscotch Naturalize Granite Naturalize Green Tea Naturalize Stone

Fabrics – Overheads and Privacy Screens

Foundation Shiraz Foundation Tungsten Foundation TurmericFoundation Black Iron Foundation Blueberry

Kensington Maple

Warm Grey Chrome Silver Pewter Textured BlackBlack Light Tone

Light Tone and Warm Grey available
for Stack Seating only.

Light Tone not available on
Guest or Lounge Seating,
Executive Chairs or Benches.

Chrome available for
Stack Seating only.

All Powdercoat Enamels are not
available on the Devon tables.
Black, Light Tone, Warm Grey
and Chrome are not available
on the RAvDO tables.

Light Tone Warm GreyBlack

Cherry Storm Misted Zephyr Silicon EvolvGrey Shadow Zephyr

Cherry StormBiltmore Cherry Monticello MapleBrighton Walnut

Edges/Poly Colors

Powdercoat Enamels

Laminates

Wood Finishes

Fabrics - Grade 1 or Grade D

Frames available in Beige, Black, Blue
Grey, Brown, Sand and Warm Grey.

Edges available in Black, Blue Grey,
Brown, Sand and Warm Grey.

There may be slight variations in color, texture and finish between these samples and
the actual product. Actual samples are available at ki.com/literature or from your KI
Sales Representative.

Castle Oak Kensington Maple Beige Nebula Biltmore Cherry Cloud Nebula

Desert Zephyr English Oak

Brighton Walnut

North Sea White NebulaGraphite Nebula

DURALITE FOLDING TABLES

Laminates

VALUELITE FOLDING TABLES

Frames available
in Black only.

Stone Grey

Laminate

Top Colors
Frames available in Black only.

Walnut is available in Rectangular only.

WalnutSandBlue Grey

Refer to pages 5 or 7 for
additional fabric offerings.

KI and Furnishing Knowledge
are trademarks of Krueger
International, Inc.

© 2008 KI
All Rights Reserved.
Litho in USA.
Code KI-00612R1/AI/OEC/IP/808

Printed on10% post-consumer recycled
paper. KI is committed to a healthy
environment. Please recycle.

The following product offerings have a maximum of twelve (12) total pieces per order: Quatro Seating, Ivey Seating,
Mesa Executive Chairs, Bantam Seating, Pomfret Seating, Hancock Benches, Devon and RAvDOTables and all Lounge Chairs.


